Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies

Annual Workshop on Transforming Humiliation and Violent Conflict

Welcome Everyone!
Appreciations!

It is a miracle that we are here!
Our Theme

Work That Dignifies the Lives of All People!

How do we design our lives for equal dignity as we work for equal dignity?

What energizes our efforts?

What sustains and replenishes our efforts?
Who we are...

What we do...

How we do it...
Who we are...
What we do...
How we do it...

The Frame of Appreciative Enquiry
1. Relationships come first...

The Five Good Things

1. Zest...
2. Mutual Empowerment
3. Clarity...
4. Increased Sense of Worth
5. Desire for More Connection

Benefits...
- Greater authenticity!
- More engagement!
- Energy goes into the discussion of ideas!
- Greater creativity!
2. None of us is as smart as all of us...

Dignity + Dialogue = Dignilogue
3. Coming together in warmth, openness, curiosity...
4. Humor...DigniFun...

We can take our work seriously...

...while we take ourselves lightly!
A World That Dignifies the Lives of All People!

Welcome Everyone!
Welcome Everyone!